
ABOUT MEDIUM READINGS WITH JACQUELENE CLOSE MOORE  

 

Medium Readings - Connection with and messages from passed over loved ones. Not predictive in nature.   

 

 

Your passed over loved ones are never far away, and are most easily able to communicate with you between sleeping  
and waking hours, because you are more likely to be open to simply receiving their messages freely...    

  

Medium readings   

  Are for healing, connection with and progression of passed over loved ones.    

  They are not meant to be trivial, repetitive, for entertainment purposes, nor predictive in nature.    

  A reading can be booked with Jacquelene, so long as :-  
A) You have not had another reading within 4 months prior to your medium reading with Jacquelene,  
B) You haven't booked another medium or psychic for just after your medium reading with Jacquelene   

C)  You have other topics of concern to look at at this time as well and don’t mind booking a predictive reading, under the terms of that 

service. 

 

 

  

Jacquelene treats passed over being and beings in spirit, as on earth, with as much dignity, humility, and respect as  
possible. It's the same dignity she would hope to be treated with once she passes over.    
Jacquelene affords peace to spirits where possible.... living or passed.   

  

How To Book A Medium Reading  

Currently, Jacquelene is working from a full and closed list for Medium Readings  

  
Reasons Jacquelene will refuse a medium reading   

  If you have lots of medium readings in short succession, or you have had a reading within 4 months before your booking 

or are going to have another reading within 4 months after your medium reading with  

Jacquelene  

  If you give the details about your passed over loved one and too much information about you before booking  

  If you highly likely to be very judgemental towards each psychic or medium you visit  

  

Why is there normally at least a 12 month wait for medium readings with most mediums?  

  For some people, the grief experienced by the living family left behind can be too intense in the first few months to have 

a medium reading. The client may need instead to work with a grief counsellor in the meantime before seeking out 

mediumship to connect with their passed over loved one.  Jacquelene strongly suggests you obtain grief counselling, and 

not just readings to help you with grief about the loss of a loved one.    

  
To avoid the extreme overuse and trivialization of mediumship that is present in society at the moment.  

   

 

Some spirits pass into the light and back immediately and almost effortlessly and are immediately contactable, while 

others may take time in reflection, review, and healing.  If a spirit has reincarnated, they generally won't be contactable.  
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Can I record a medium reading? Yes, as long as your technology decides to work at the time of your session, you  
can audio record your reading on your smart phone or other audio recording device. Video is not allowed except   
where expressed written permission was given prior to the session.   

  Jacquelene discourages addiction to readings , and was turned off  giving medium readings as readily as in the past 

when encountering the types of clients who did not really respect the craft... read the below file "The Mexican Hat 

Dance" for more.   

  

What To Bring, Expect, Fees, And How Long Does A Medium Reading Take?  

Currently, Jacquelene is working from a full and closed list for Medium Readings  

  
HOW, WHEN   
Jacquelene provides deep trance mediumship as appropriate, or works with photos where the client is vague, and it proves 

necessary as a result.  

  
EXPECT  
Jacquelene may connect at first with another spirit that kind of leads the way first before connecting with your loved one when 

they are present, Jacquelene cannot be responsible for if your passed over loved one comes through or which ones indeed 

present.  

  
BRING  
Smart phone or other recording device, (not video) Please ensure your phone battery is fully charge and you understand how 

to find the record function on your phone. Otherwise it can cut into your appointment time.  

  

A photo of the passed over loved one you want to connect with in case it is necessary. A clear and most recent photo  
possible is preferred.     

  

Your questions as desired.   

   
ALLOW          1 hour approx.   

  

WHERE - Presently, working from a closed list. Book a predictive reading and bring your photo of your loved one along with 

you as well as names and dates of birth as relevant to anyone you want Jacquelene to read in relation to you at this time.  
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